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REPRESENTATIVE ELEMENTARY VOLUME (REV) APPLICATIONS
The thermo-mechanical modelling of the heterogeneous fuel material is based on the homogenization theory with mean-field and/or full-field approaches Mean-field approach: a simplified geometry is assumed for each phases of the heterogeneous material and spatial distributions of thermo-mechanical fields in each phases are described through mean values → constitutive equations of a macroscopic law can be easily derived Full-field approach: a detailed description of the heterogeneous material is achieved within a Representative Elementary Volume (REV) using a numerical model (finite elements or FFT grid). The spatial distribution of thermo-mechanical fields is computed for each cell of the geometrical discretization → it can be used to build a mean-field model 
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Modelling the evolution of the microstructure under in-pile or ion irradiation: populations of point defects, defect clusters and fission gas atoms and bubbles -Essential since these populations control a large number of properties and the macroscopic evolution of the material MARGARET code within the PLEIADES platform at CEA: Most observations are correctly simulated (gas concentration, gas release, swelling, porosity) but some phenomena are modelled empirically, e.g. bubble sink strength and bubble size distribution Cluster Dynamics (rate theory model): Comprehensive framework to calculate defect and defect cluster (cavities / bubbles / dislocation loops) concentrations over time, with time scale and length scale appropriate for fuel study (years, grains) For intraganular phenomena, MARGARET and cluster dynamics describe the same scales → Study using cluster dynamics of intragranular fission gaz behaviour Absorption of mobile cluster (m,q) by cluster (n,p) Emission of mobile cluster (m,q) from cluster (n,p) 
DESCRIPTION OF VAN DER WAALS (vdW) INTERACTIONS
DFT in local or semi-local approximations (LDA / GGA) can not account for longrange van der Waals (vdW) interactions (non-local electron-electron correlations).
Failure of LDA and GGA in the description of rare gas bonds: dimers, clusters, ...
For bulk ionic solids: error on cohesive properties reduced by factor 2 when vdW energy is coupled with DFT Sharing of electron density between rare gas and neighbouring atoms: DFT OK Cases of Kr and Xe at interstitial sites Little sharing of electron density: contribution of dispersive interaction important Cases of Kr and Xe in large defects (Schottky) and rare gas clusters
In line with the study of rare gas incorporation in small molecules [Bertolus et al. Phys Diffusion experiments at CEA: electrical conductivity measurements + SIMS experiments + control of parameters that affect the material (oxygen partial pressure and impurity content) Garcia et al., JNM. 400, 112 (2010) Indirect interstitial mechanism <100> vacancy mechanism * Kim et al, J. Nucl. Mater. 102, 192 (1981) CEA -DEN MINOS Workshop -December 5-7, 2012, CEA -INSTN Saclay, France 18 
LIMITATIONS OF THE DFT+U METHOD THE DFT+DMFT METHOD (HUBBARD I)
Limitations of the DFT+U method Local energy minima issue:
The system can get trapped in a local energy minimum depending on the starting point of the calculation (5f orbital occupation) Solution: Occupation matrix control scheme (OMC): Preliminary systematic study of ground-state and metastable occupations [Dorado et al., Phys. Rev. B 79, 235125 (2009)] Paramagnetic order difficult to describe (UO 2 paramagnetic above 30 K)
The DFT+DMFT method Combination of DFT and dynamical mean-field theory (DMFT)
The local correlations are calculated accurately for an isolated atom (in red) in the effective field of the other atoms Self-consistent impurity problem : Anderson impurity model solved using the Hubbard I solver to provide the lattice Green's function (fast and accurate enough) metastable configuration ground-state configuration [Georges et al., Rev. Mod. Phys. 68, 13 (1996) 
CONCLUSION
Toward a more physics-based description of the microstructure and the behaviour of fission gases in fuel elements -Direct and effective links between atomistic and mesoscale simulations -Filling the gap at the mesoscopic scale: links between cluster dynamics simulations and the MARGARET code in the fuel performance platform PLEIADES -Coupling between mechanics and physico-chemistry Improvements of the electronic structure description of strongly correlated UO 2 and of fission gas behaviour by DFT-based methods. First application in progress of DFT+DMFT for point defects in UO 2 (collaboration CEA/DAM) Quality and accuracy of the modelling predictions can only be ensured provided some experimental data are available for validation:
-Post-irradiation examinations (macro and meso-scales) -Seperate-effect experiments (meso and micro-scales) TEM, XRD, XAS,... Thank you for your attention
